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Abstract 
 
According to Parmentier and Jones (2000), serial recall of locations which are 
specified by a sequence of sounds is prone to temporal error and is unaffected by 
motor suppression during retention. Studies are reported here which show that with 
increased spatial uncertainty at recall (Study1) and presentation (Study 2), spatial 
rather than temporal errors predominate. This is also the case when serial recall of 
sound specified locations is subject to interference from a motor suppression task 
(Study 3). Contrary to Parmentier and Jones‟s (2000) original report, these results 
suggest that the memory representation for location is not necessarily amodal but is 
influenced by the task. This is consistent with recent findings which provide evidence 
for a distinct spatial working memory. 
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Introduction 
 
More research effort has been devoted to studying transitory memory for visuo-
spatial stimuli than has been to memory for audio-spatial stimuli. An exception is the 
work of Parmentier and Jones (2000) which presents a range of findings concerning 
short term serial memory for localised sounds. This paper explores in some detail 
two of their principal findings: (a) serial position effects arise as a result of temporal 
mis-ordering of the stimuli rather than mis-remembering of their spatial location and 
(b) serial memory for localised sounds was not affected by a spatial secondary task. 
Both of these results are consistent with Parmentier and Jones‟s suggestion that 
participants were engaged in a process of maintaining temporal order rather than 
spatial information in the task. This paper will highlight several theoretical and 
empirical objections to this suggestion, identify features of the method used by 
Parmentier and Jones which may have influenced these findings, and present data 
showing this to be the case. 
Parmentier and Jones‟s conclusions run counter to most multi-component models 
of working memory. These working memory models are based upon the hypothesis 
that separate, dedicated, modality-specific, processing resources underpin immediate 
memory for verbal and visuo-spatial material. When demand exceeds the resources 
available, whether because of the extent of the memory requirement or some 
concurrent activity, performance will deteriorate. Findings which support the most 
enduring account of working memory show impressive dissociations between 
memory modalities (for review see Baddeley & Hitch, 1974; Baddeley, 1986; 
Baddeley, 2003). For example, immediate memory for verbal and visuo-spatial 
material is differentially affected by concurrent articulatory and motor suppression. 
Remembering verbal or visuo-spatial material is less effective when a delay follows 
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stimulus presentation, particularly when that delay is filled with an activity which, 
according to Working Memory theory, should compromise one or other memory 
resource. Also, participants remember fewer words or images when they attempt to 
do so in the presence of irrelevant speech or pictures, because, it is suggested, the 
irrelevant material has obligatory access to the relevant modality specific component 
of working memory.  These results and the various modality specific similarity effects 
imply that the type of errors people make when performance deteriorates should 
reflect the representation used to support the performance of a given task. 
The working memory model does not address the issue of how sound is 
localised, nor how localised sounds might be remembered. It is therefore difficult to 
decide whether Parmentier and Jones‟s findings conflict with, or are irrelevant to, the 
working memory model. However Parmentier and Jones‟s findings are also surprising 
in light of empirical findings which show that localisation is compromised when 
performed in combination with typical working memory tasks. For example, Merat 
and Groeger (2003) show that sound localisation is less accurate when performed in 
the interval between encoding and retrieval of positional information. Also, tasks 
such as super-span serial recall of digits and paced visual serial addition (PVSAT) 
reduce sound localisation performance, while concurrent articulation or reading aloud 
visually presented digits does not (Merat, Groeger & Withington, 1999). Within the 
working memory framework, these results suggest that (a) maintaining visuo-spatial 
material is made more difficult when people are required to localise sound, and that  
(b) at least when people are required to indicate the location from which a sound 
was emitted using a manual response, there is some central executive involvement 
in auditory localisation. Whether the latter arises through some residual cost of 
engaging spatial attention, or because on-going localisation is compromised by 
concurrent performance of PVSAT etc. is unclear.  
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The observation that some executive or attentional resource is used both for 
auditory localisation and remembering positional information is consistent with a 
number of other results which show that sounds can re-orient attention. Klauer and 
Stegmaier (1997), for example, showed that a relatively simple right-left 
discrimination between laterally presented tones, which required spatial attention-
switching,  impaired performance of a concurrent spatial memory task (i.e. Corsi 
Blocks). Although not replicated by Klauer and Stegmaier, this effect has been found 
to occur even when deliberate localisation of the tones was not required (Smyth & 
Scholey, 1996). It is also worth emphasising that performance of Corsi blocks, which 
requires serial recall of locations, is widely found to be impaired by motor 
suppression. Tapping, whether performed continuously throughout the encoding and 
delay period 10-15 seconds before recall (e.g. Smyth & Pendleton, 1990), or 
performed only during the retention interval (e.g. Smyth & Scholey, 1996), reduced 
accurate serial recall of locations. Smyth and colleagues suggest that the spatial 
requirements of localisation reduce the ability to recall spatial information because 
both involve a limited capacity spatial memory system which also supports motor 
performance. 
Against this background, Parmentier and Jones‟s findings regarding serial 
memory for localised sound are surprising, and if replicated, are of considerable 
theoretical importance. However, we consider that there are methodological 
shortcomings in the Partmentier and Jones studies, which negate the conclusions 
drawn by the authors. These shortcomings would, we believe, have allowed 
participants to perform the serial memory for location tasks without having to utilize 
only spatial information. Specifically, in the original studies participants were 
presented with a fixed set-size series of sounds and recorded their memory for the 
locations of these on a diagram that specified the locations of the loudspeakers used. 
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The number of locations presented and the number of response options available 
was always the same. This feature constrains the potential variability in spatial 
responses and so leads to temporal mis-orderings rather than spatial errors. 
Secondly, Parmentier and Jones report a number of studies in which a delay, during 
which participants performed another task, was used to determine how retention of 
location might depend on other aspects of processing. In these studies, sounds were 
presented more slowly than in the other studies they report, and typically in these 
studies participants performed worse. 
Two studies reported in this paper replicate the Parmentier and Jones studies 
using their presentation and response regimes, and include other conditions which 
may allow spatial error to be more easily detected. In the final study, we investigate 
the effect of motor suppression on serial recall of locations, using a presentation rate 
which, following Parmentier and Jones, should be more likely to lead to errors in 
recall. The first two studies address the possibility that a lack of a requirement to use 
spatial information underlie the absence of spatial errors in the Parmentier and Jones 
study by making the retrieval (Experiment 1) and encoding (Experiment 2) of 
locations more spatially uncertain. In Experiment 1, participants recorded their 
memory for locations using a desk-based VDU representation comprising discrete 
response circles spatially arranged to correspond to the locations of the seven 
loudspeakers used to present sounds. This followed the procedure used by 
Parmentier and Jones‟s methodology very closely. Performance in this condition was 
contrasted with performance using a VDU representation in which the spaces 
between the seven positions on the VDU display were in-filled with similar sized 
circles – giving the appearance of a continuous larger circle. This arrangement 
provided far more opportunity for error since it requires far greater spatial accuracy 
in responding. When the data permitted, the presentation and recall positions were 
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subtracted to yield the absolute spatial error. Where the number of response circles 
exceeded the number of loudspeaker presentations, accuracy was assessed 
according to both the strict criterion that the loudspeaker position and response must 
have coincided exactly, and to more lenient criteria, in which a response was scored 
as spatially correct when it was within 1, 2 or 3 circles of the presented position. 
These corresponded to errors of + 9°, 15° and 21° respectively. The analyses 
presented below also contrast temporal error (i.e. difference in ordinal position of a 
particular location and the list position at which it was recalled) and spatial error (i.e. 
effectively the angular difference between actual and remembered location). We 
analysed serial position effects using trend analysis, following Nairne and Dutta 
(1992), and post hoc Bonferroni tests. 
 
Experiment 1 
 
The first study sought to replicate Partmentier and Jones‟s findings for briefly 
presented bursts of white noise (250 ms) followed by a brief period of silence (250 
ms), with seven to-be remembered locations, and an arrangement of seven 
loudspeakers separated by 40°. As before, two response formats were used: the 
original response format involving seven response circles positioned on an arc, each 
separated by some 40°, corresponding to the position of the loudspeakers, and an 
alternative consisting of an arc of equivalent radius and extent made up of 60 
adjoining circles, whose centres were separated by approximately 6°. This 
continuous response format was used to provide more spatial differentiation of 
responses, and to remove the possibility of a bias towards temporal rather than 
spatial error.  Following Parmentier and Jones we expected that locations presented 
towards the beginning and end of a sequence would be recalled more accurately. 
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Secondly, following Lansdale (1998), we predicted that when the spatial resolution 
demands of responding were increased, recall errors would show bias towards 
spatially adjacent, rather than temporally adjacent presentation locations.  
 
Method 
Participants. Sixteen undergraduate and postgraduate students of the 
University of Surrey participated in this study in return for which they were entered 
into a raffle to win a small financial prize. 
Apparatus. The apparatus used was a reproduction of that described in 
Parmentier and Jones (2000). Seven loudspeakers, all Kef Q15, were arranged 40° 
apart from each other in azimuth. The central loudspeaker was located directly in 
front of the participant. All of the loudspeakers were positioned at ear height, 1.3 m 
from the chin rest used by the seated participants. Bursts of white noise were 
generated using a white noise generator. All sounds were played at a volume to give 
a sound level of approximately 70 dB in the region of the participants head. 
Participants responded by using a mouse to position a cursor on representation on a 
VDU monitor aligned with and below the central loudspeaker. The VDU screen was 
angled to be 30° from the horizontal, at a distance of 100 cm to the participant‟s 
face. 
 Design and procedure. Participants were given typed instructions that 
described the task and emphasised the need for accurate and rapid responses. Each 
sat with their chin in the chin rest facing the centre of the array of loudspeakers. 
They were asked to fixate on the centre of the VDU during the presentation of the 
sounds. Every trial comprised seven bursts of white noise lasting 250 ms with a 250 
ms gap between each burst. The sounds were presented once from each 
loudspeaker within a trial. Each loudspeaker was used in each serial position of the 
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to-be-remembered locations an equal number of times in both response format 
conditions for every participant. The order of the trials in each condition was 
individually randomised for each participant. However the order was constrained to 
ensure that while pairs of adjacent locations were allowed, spatially adjacent “runs” 
of more than two were prevented. 
Seven practice trials were presented before each condition. There were 28 
experimental trials. A trial began with both sides of the VDU screen flashing in red 
for 500 ms as a warning signal. Then 1,500 ms later a sequence of seven sounds 
were presented during which the screen remained blank. After the presentation of 
the sound sequence a response screen composed of circles on an arc corresponding 
to the locations of the sounds was displayed on the VDU. A black square represented 
the participants‟ location within the diagram. Participants were asked to click on 
these circles to indicate the location from which the sounds were presented in the 
order in which the sounds were presented. As the participant clicked on each circle it 
turned blue and remained so until the screen cleared for the next trial. A delay of 
250 ms separated the presentation of the last sound of a series and the onset of the 
response screen. An interval of 18 s was available for participants to respond before 
the screen cleared for the next trial. There was an interval of 3 s before the next trial 
was presented. 
A repeated measures design was used with two conditions; discrete and 
continuous. The order of these was counterbalanced. In the discrete condition seven 
circles were presented on the response screen for the participants to indicate the 
location and order of sounds. The angle of each response circle from the central 
black square corresponded to the angular positions of the loudspeakers relative to 
the participant. In the continuous condition, sixty circles were presented contiguous 
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to each other to form an arc with a radius and extent equivalent to that used in the 
discrete condition. These circles were 6 degrees apart - centre to centre1. 
Participants could only indicate seven locations in their response in both the 
discrete and the continuous condition. 
 
Results and Discussion 
 In the discrete, spatially distinct response format condition, which replicated 
the Parmentier and Jones procedure, participants correctly recalled 54% of all 
positions. Recall accuracy was affected by the serial position of the location 
(F(6,84)= 24.72, MSE= 0.02, p<.001), but not by whether the discrete condition was 
encountered before or after the continuous condition (F <0.5 for main effect and 
interaction).  
Figure 1 shows that locations in the initial and final positions had a 
considerable recall advantage over those in the middle of the sequence. We note in 
passing that these effects could result from the relative distinctiveness of elements in 
the early and late positions in the presentation sequence rather than the retrieval-
based accounts the terms “primacy” and “recency” generally imply. This 
acknowledged, we followed Parmentier and Jones and used trend analysis to confirm 
these “primacy” and “recency” effects. Just as in their study, significant linear 
                                                 
1
 Following a reviewer‟s helpful suggestion we acknowledge that had 63 
circles 5.714 degrees apart been used the degree of correspondence between 
speakers and circles would have been improved. However, since the difference in 
correspondence is far less than the error typical in localisation performance of about 
10 degrees depending on the nature of the sound, intensity and timing cues and 
position of sound relative to ears, we doubt that the discrepancy materially 
influenced the findings reported below.  
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F(1,14)= 26.81, MSE= .04, p<.001 and quadratic F(1,14)= 92.22, MSE= .01, 
p<.001, components were found. Post-hoc Bonferroni tests revealed that recall for 
serial Position 1 was greater than for all others, while serial Position 2 was greater 
than serial Positions 3-6 (all p<.01). Serial recall of the final item was greater than 
for serial Positions 4-6 (all p<.01). These results are almost identical to those 
reported by Parmentier and Jones, which are re-plotted on Figure 1. 
 The general pattern of correct recall in the continuous circles condition was 
similar. When recall accuracy was determined on the basis of the strict criterion (+ 
3o), performance averaged just 14% but nevertheless showed reliable serial position 
effect F(6,84)= 24.72, MSE= 0.02, p<.001. Trend analyses of performance across 
serial positions confirmed the presence of reliable linear F(1,14)= 8.43, MSE= .005, 
p<.01 and quadratic F(1,14)= 17.85, MSE= .01, p<.001 components. Relaxing the 
spatial accuracy criterion to allow as correct responses those falling one position 
either side of the veridical position (i.e. within plus/minus 9° of the actual sound 
location) almost doubled the mean correct recall (27%), and also showed the effect 
of serial position F(6,84)= 18.47, MSE= 0.007, p<.001. Again trend analysis showed 
significant linear F(1,14)= 24.34, MSE= .014, p<.01 and quadratic F(1,14)= 31.41, 
MSE= .015, p<.001 components. Relaxing the accuracy criterion to two positions 
(i.e. within 15° of the actual sound location) either way, or three positions (i.e. 
within 21°) either way also increased accuracy – to 39% and 45% respectively, and 
revealed marked effects of serial position, F(6,84)= 25.43, MSE= 0.012, p<.001 and 
F(6,84)= 34.54, MSE= 0.01, p<.001. Using the accuracy plus 2 criterion, significant 
linear F(1,14)= 32.85, MSE= .026, p<.001 and quadratic F(1,14)= 78.41, MSE= 
.011, p<.001 trends were present, as they were with an accuracy plus 3 criterion 
[linear F(1,14)= 50.23, MSE= .026, p<.001; quadratic F(1,14)= 107.16, MSE= .01, 
p<.001].  
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Error distributions. Following Parmentier and Jones we plotted temporal error, i.e. 
the difference between the ordinal presentation position for a given loudspeaker, and 
the ordinal position assigned to that loudspeaker in a participant‟s serial recall. For 
the continuous condition, participants‟ responses on the continuous scale were re-
coded to map onto the seven loudspeakers (using the plus or minus 3 cricles 
criterion, i.e. + 21o). In keeping with the plots presented in the original paper, Figure 
2 shows the proportion of mis-ordered responses for each level of temporal error for 
both the discrete and continuous conditions. 
 As is evident, migrations indicating small temporal errors were more prevalent 
than larger temporal errors in both the discrete and continuous conditions. Indeed 
only mis-orderings of temporally adjacent stimuli are above chance. The error 
distributions from the two response formats were not reliably different (Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test: D(6,6)= 0.13, p> 0.2). The results for the discrete condition reproduce 
those reported by Parmentier and Jones. The similarity between performance in the 
discrete and continuous conditions, when the plus or minus 3 criterion is applied to 
the latter, appears to support Parmentier and Jones‟ claim that people make 
primarily temporal error when remembering sequences of sound-locations. However, 
Figure 3 plots the same data from the continuous condition without recoding to the 
plus or minus 3 criterion to match the discrete condition. This allows the data to be 
analysed with a much greater degree of spatial specificity. The figure shows the 
proportion of the spatial error separately for adjacent, non-adjacent and distant 
temporal error. In each case, for locations close to the actual location, frequencies of 
spatial error are substantially above chance. The cumulative spatial error 
distributions from temporally adjacent and non-adjacent errors were not significantly 
different (Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests:  all D(29,29)= 0.27, 0.24, 0.22, for 1,2 away vs 
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3,4 away, 3,4 away vs 5,6 away and 1,2 away vs 5,6 away, all p<0.2). Thus, when 
the response data are collected with sufficient spatial specificity there is clear 
evidence of what Lansdale (1998) has suggested should happen when locations are 
being recalled, i.e. errors in spatial recall cluster around the actual location. What is 
important about the present data is that they show that the tendency to cluster 
around actual locations irrespective of the extent of temporal mis-ordering. 
 In summary, the first experiment successfully reproduced the findings 
Parmentier and Jones report when using their standard conditions. Specifically, 
strong serial order trends were evident in recall, with recall advantages for early and 
late items. These findings were obtained irrespective of whether the Parmentier and 
Jones discrete seven-alternative response mode or a continuous 60-alternative 
response mode was used. However, the key finding of this experiment is that when 
data from the continuous condition are plotted, strong spatial influences on the 
responses become apparent (Fig 3). Irrespective of the extent of temporal error, 
people were more likely to make errors which were spatially adjacent to the correct 
location. In the first experiment contrasting results are found depending on the 
response mode used. This suggests a methodological artefact underlies what we 
regard as the most salient result in the Parmentier and Jones paper. By presenting 
individual sounds from a fixed array of loudspeakers and having participants indicate 
their serial recall of these locations on a response diagram which uniquely identifies 
each loudspeaker‟s location, the requirement on participants to engage in spatial 
processing is markedly reduced and thus evidence of spatial processing is obscured. 
The next study further explored the effect of increasing this requirement by 
increasing the spatial uncertainty of the sound sources when they are presented. 
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Experiment 2 
 
Experiment 1 replicated the original Parmentier and Jones study in terms of number 
of loudspeaker positions and their angular separation. In order to test the possibility 
that the simple one-to-one mapping between response alternatives and loudspeaker 
locations may have reduced the need for spatial processing by the participants, 
Experiment 2 increased the number of potential locations from which sounds could 
be presented. We did so by maintaining the 240 degree separation between the 
extreme left and right loudspeakers, but reduced the inter-speaker separation from 
40° to 24°. One might expect that reducing the angular separation between 
loudspeakers might increase the intrinsic difficulty of the encoding task. However, a 
pilot study in this laboratory (N=10), showed that participants were highly accurate 
when required to determine from which of nine loudspeakers, each separated by 
24°, a single burst of white noise had been emitted. Accuracy levels averaged 95% 
(range 92% to 98%) across loudspeakers and did not differ reliably across 
loudspeakers (F(8, 80)= 1.55, n.s.). 
 In this study, as in Experiment 1, serial recall of seven locations was again 
required on a VDU representation again comprising seven discrete response circles. 
However this time the sounds could appear from eleven rather than seven possible 
locations. The greater uncertainty about whether a given loudspeaker had emitted a 
sound on a given trial might discourage a simple one-to-one mapping strategy (i.e. 
which the location of later sounds in a sequence were primarily determined by the 
response options remaining). This uncertainty would further increase the demands 
on participants to determine where a given sound had come from. Participants again 
recorded their responses on a seven location display corresponding to the 
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loudspeakers used on each trial, or on the continuous display previously used in 
Experiment 1. We considered that the accuracy of recall should be affected by two 
factors. Reduction in performance might be expected by reducing the separation 
between loudspeakers (see Merat & Groeger, 2003). In addition, because this study 
increased the number of locations from which sound could be presented, if the serial 
recall task relies not only on temporal, but also spatial information, we predicted that 
even in the discrete response condition the tendency to make adjacent temporal 
errors should be reduced. 
 
Method 
Participants. Sixteen undergraduate and postgraduate students of the 
University of Surrey participated in this study in return for which they were entered 
into a raffle to win a small financial prize. 
Apparatus. The apparatus used in this experiment was the same as used in 
experiment 1, with one exception. Eleven loudspeakers were used, with an angular 
separation of 24°. 
Procedure. The procedure used in this experiment was the same as used in 
Experiment 1, with the following exceptions. While not all loudspeakers were used in 
every trial, the constraint that all loudspeakers were used in every serial position an 
equal number of times in each condition for every participant was maintained. In 
order to achieve this there were 33 experimental trials in each condition. The 
response format in the discrete condition was changed. As before, the seven circles 
appeared only in the locations at which sounds had been presented. However, these 
seven positions were selected from 11 loudspeakers the locations for each trial. 
 
Results and Discussion 
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 Although serial recall of seven locations was still required, accuracy in both 
conditions was substantially lower in Experiment 2. In the discrete condition 
participants correctly recalled the serial order of 41% of all loudspeaker positions. 
This was affected by the serial position of the location (F(6,84= 73.89, MSE= 0.005, 
p<.001), but not by whether the standard condition was encountered first or second 
(F <0.5 for main effect and interaction). 
Figure 4 shows the proportion of locations correctly recalled in Experiment 2. 
As in Experiment 1, the pattern of serial recall of locations was similar in both 
discrete and continuous conditions. When recall accuracy was determined with 
minimum error tolerance (i.e. the width of a circle- +3°), performance averaged just 
7% but showed a reliable serial position effect F(6,84)= 23.75, MSE= 0.002, p<.001. 
Consistent with Parmentier and Jones and Experiment 1 above, trend analyses of 
performance across serial positions showed reliable linear F(1,14)= 13.01, MSE= 
.005, p<.01 and quadratic F(1,14)= 87.57, MSE= .002, p<.001 components. Post 
hoc Bonferroni comparisons showed that recall performance in the first and last 
positions was reliably different to all others.  
Relaxing the accuracy criterion to allow as correct responses falling within 
one circle either side of the veridical position (i.e. + 9°) more than doubled accuracy 
(17%), and maintained the effect of serial position F(6,84)= 40.20, MSE= 0.005, 
p<.001. Again trend analysis showed significant linear F(1,14)= 30.60, MSE= .013, 
p<.01 and quadratic F(1,14)= 75.96, MSE= .01, p<.001 components. Post hoc 
comparisons with the error tolerance of plus or minus 9° showed that recall for the 
first position was greater than for all others. Recall of Position 2 was greater than for 
Positions 4-6, while recall of the final position was also reliably higher than for these 
middle positions.  
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Increasing the response criterion to two circles either way (i.e. + 15°), or 
three circles either way (i.e. + 21°), both increased accuracy to 20% and 24% 
respectively, and revealed reliable serial position effects,  F(6,84)= 53.16, MSE= 
0.005, p<.001) and F(6,84)= 34.54, MSE= 0.01, p<.001). With response criteria of 
plus 2 and plus 3, significant linear [Plus 2: F(1,14)= 44.64, MSE= .012, p<.001, 
Plus 3: F(1,14)= 39.19, MSE= .01, p<.001] and quadratic [Plus 2: F(1,14)= 97.06, 
MSE= .011, Plus 3: F(1,14)= 102.17, MSE= .008, p<.001]. Post hoc Bonferroni tests 
revealed precisely the same pattern of differences for these accuracy criteria of + 
15° and + 21° as was reported for + 9°.  
As in Experiment 1, the additional requirement for spatial precision at recall 
impairs performance. Recall was reliably higher in the discrete condition (41%) than 
in the continuous condition, even when the contrast was made with the most lenient 
scoring criterion (24%; t(15)= 8.61, p<0.001).  The extent of the reduction in 
accuracy associated with a greater requirement for precision at recall is clearly 
greater when there is increased spatial uncertainty at encoding. 
 
Error distributions. As with Experiment 1, the temporal error was plotted for the two 
response formats, with responses from the continuous response format being 
mapped directly to the seven loudspeakers used on a given trial. Figure 5 shows the 
proportion of errors occurring at each possible migration distance for the standard 
seven position response condition and for presentations from those locations in the 
sixty-circle condition. As before, small temporal error was more prevalent than large 
temporal error. This was irrespective of whether participants recorded their 
responses on the discrete seven- or continuous sixty-circle response display 
(Kolmogorov-Smirnov test: D(6,6)= 0.16, p> 0.2). In Experiment 2, however, the 
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additional difficulty of having to encode and order a subset of the possible locations 
appears to have reduced frequencies of mis-ordering errors to near chance levels. 
The same continuous sixty-circle response condition data are plotted in Figure 
6, showing, as did Experiment 1, that the extent of the spatial error is very similar 
for adjacent, non-adjacent and distant temporal error (Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests:  
D(29,29)= 0.23, 0.20, 0.21, for 1,2 away vs 3,4 away, 3,4 away vs 5,6 away and 1,2 
away vs 5,6 away, all p<0.2). Thus, where there is increased spatial uncertainty at 
presentation, the tendency to make spatial errors was once again evident. 
   
Effects of spatial uncertainty at presentation. Comparison of the results of 
Experiments 1 and 2 shows the influence of spatial uncertainty at presentation. In 
Experiment 1 when participants merely had to order the locations of sounds correctly 
(i.e. presentations from 7 loudspeakers, 7 response positions available), accuracy 
was greater (54%) than when in Experiment 2 different subsets of 7 loudspeakers 
selected from 11 possible locations were presented on each trial (41%).  When the 
response format demanded both spatial and temporal precision, increasing spatial 
uncertainty of which locations are to be remembered also lead to less accurate recall 
(14% vs 7%, 27% vs 17%, for tolerances of + 3° and + 9° in Experiments 1 and 2 
respectively). Comparisons across studies revealed that the deteriorations in 
performance were highly reliable (Discrete: F(1,30)= 37.46, MSE= 0.06; Continuous 
(0): F(1,30)= 36.10, MSE= 0.01; Continuous (1): F(1,30)= 20.90, MSE= 0.03; all 
p<0.001).  
These results are borne out by contrasting the extent of spatial error at each 
serial position in Experiments 1 and 2. Overall, mean spatial error and variability in 
spatial error are reliably higher in the second experiment (Means: F(1,30)= 33.67, 
MSE= 0.01, p<0.001; Standard Deviations: F(1,30)= 491.37, MSE= 0.001, 
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p<0.001). The differences between experiments are statistically reliable for each 
serial position, beyond the first (Means: F(6,180)= 4.85, MSE= 0.02, p<0.001; 
Standard Deviations: F(6,180)= 3.53, MSE= 0.03, p<0.005). 
Two other differences in the results for the two studies are particularly 
noticeable. Adjacent mis-ordering errors were above chance in Experiment 1, which 
replicated the Parmentier and Jones procedure, but not in Experiment 2 when only a 
subset of the available loudspeakers was used on each trial. The other notable 
difference in responding in the second experiment was that even though errors were 
more prevalent, spatial error was more systematic and more biased towards 
positions spatially adjacent to the correct location. Thus, for example, while 52% of 
errors were within 30 degrees of the correct location in Experiment 1, 78% of all 
errors were within this range in Experiment 2. Comparison of the distributions of 
spatial error in both studies indicates that far more small spatial errors occurred in 
the second study (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test: D(29,29)= 0.59; p<0.001). This would 
be expected if the increased spatial uncertainty at presentation served to reduce 
reliance on non-spatial strategies (e.g. one-to-one mapping). The contrast between 
the incidences of temporally adjacent mis-ordering errors in the two experiments 
also implies when a simple one-to-one mapping is possible it encourages temporal 
rather than spatial encoding.  
 
Experiment 3 
 
The findings of experiments 1 and 2 demonstrate that when there is more spatial 
uncertainty at encoding and/or at retrieval people do indeed make spatial errors 
when remembering the positions from which sounds have been presented. This is 
contrary to the claim made by Parmentier and Jones who report that the errors made 
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are temporal, and thus conceptually unrelated to the modality of the presentation 
task. Consistent with this claim, Parmentier and Jones also showed that tapping after 
a series of sounds does not affect recall of the locations from which those sounds 
emanated. However this failure to find a reduction in performance when tapping is 
required during a recall delay contrasts with the results from a number of studies 
which have used visual rather than auditory indication of the to-be-remembered 
locations (e.g. Smyth & Scholey, 1996, who required participants to tap during a 15 
second maintenance interval between presentation and serial recall in the Corsi 
blocks task). Given the results we report above which show that spatial errors do 
indeed occur, we sought to test the Parmentier and Jones findings on tapping using 
the standard and more spatially demanding response formats to discover if an effect 
of tapping could now be found. For consistency with Experiments 1 and 2 above, we 
continued to use a presentation rate of 2 sounds per second (250ms on, 250ms off). 
This was the rate used by Parmentier and Jones in their Experiment 1. However this 
rate was twice as fast as the rate they used in all but one of their subsequent studies 
(250 ms on, 750ms off), including those which found no effects of motor activity in 
the interval between the final sound and serial recall. The effect of this is discussed 
below. 
 
Method 
Participants. Sixteen undergraduate and postgraduate students took part, and 
were paid for their participation. 
Apparatus. The apparatus used in this experiment was the same as used in 
Experiment 1, with seven sounds presented from seven loudspeakers used on each 
trial. A wooden board was used for the tapping task. This board contained eight 
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wood blocks, each two cm square, arranged in a square. Adjacent blocks were 
separated by one cm. 
Procedure. The procedure used in this experiment was the same as used in 
Experiment 1, with the following exception. Two further repeated measures 
conditions were added. In the no-tapping condition a 10 s delay was introduced 
between the final sound and the presentation of the response screen. In the tapping 
condition participants tapped the wooden blocks in a clockwise direction at the rate 
of approximately two blocks per second. This rate was demonstrated and practiced.  
Participants were instructed to carry out the tapping task without averting their gaze 
from the fixation point on the VDU computer response screen. Tapping was recorded 
using a video camera. 
There were 14 tapping trials and 14 no-tapping trials. These were interleaved 
in an individually randomised order. After the sounds were presented, either a „#‟ 
appeared on the response screen indicating that no tapping was required, or a „T‟ 
appeared indicating that participants could begin tapping. Tapping ceased when the 
response screen display was presented. 
 
Results and Discussion 
Tapping performance. Participants tapped equally often in the discrete and 
continuous response format conditions (Means 27.67, SD 6.38 and 27.36, SD 5.86 
respectively, t(15)= 0.74, n.s.), and maintained their tapping for similar durations in 
both cases (Discrete: Mean= 10.68 sec, SD 3.48; Continuous: Mean= 10.19 sec, SD 
1.46; t(15)= 0.55, n.s.). In both cases participants accurately maintained the 
sequence of positions they were required to follow when tapping (Discrete: Mean= 
98.04%, SD= 2.30; Continuous: Mean= 97.82%, SD= 3.12; t(15)= 0.45).  
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 Memory for locations. When using the discrete response display participants 
were less accurate when they had spent the preceding ten seconds tapping than 
when they recalled positions after a ten-second unfilled interval (32% vs 44%; 
F(1,31)= 46.84, MSE= 0.018; p<0.001). A reliable serial position effect was again in 
evidence (F(6,90)= 29.11, MSE= 0.022, p<.001), but this was also affected by 
tapping (F(6,90)= 4.30, MSE= 0.015, p<.001; see Figure 9). Post hoc tests revealed 
that performance was worse at all positions (p<0.01), except the third from the end, 
when recall followed tapping.  
 Figure 7 shows that locations in the initial and final positions had a considerable 
recall advantage over those in the middle of the list. For non-tapping conditions, 
significant linear F(1,15)= 37.62, MSE= .035, p<.001 and quadratic F(1,15)= 66.11, 
MSE= .021, p<.001 components were found. The extent of primacy and recency 
effects was assessed using post-hoc Bonferroni contrasts. Without tapping in the 
interval between hearing stimuli and recall, performance for the first item was better 
than for all others (p<0.005), except the position on the second item heard. Recall of 
Position 2 was better than for all items other than the first and last (p<0.001). Recall 
of the position of the final item was marginally better than of the penultimate item 
(p<.1), but reliably better than that heard two before the final item (p<0.01).  For 
tapping conditions significant linear F(1,15)= 5.54, MSE= .057, p<.05 and quadratic 
F(1,15)= 31.91, MSE= .031, p<.001 components were also found. Post-hoc 
Bonferroni tests revealed that recall for serial Position 1 was greater than for all 
others, except the final position (p<.01). Recall of the position of last item heard was 
not better than recall of any other item. Thus, with tapping and a response format 
that required less spatial accuracy, the size of the primacy reduced and the recency 
effect was abolished when participants tapped in the interval before recall. 
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 The results obtained in the discrete response format condition are broadly 
similar to those which emerged from analyses of the responses made using the more 
spatially indeterminate (continuous circles) response format (see Figure 8). With 
response criterion of plus or minus 3 circles (i.e. + 21°), positions were accurately 
recalled on 37% of occasions when the retention interval was unfilled, but this 
dropped to 32% with the tapping-filled retention-interval (F(1,15)= 7.50, MSE= 
.016, p<0.01). There was a reliable effect of serial position (F(1,90)= 33.03, MSE= 
.016, p<0.001), which was affected by whether tapping occurred during the 
retention interval (F(1,90)= 3.12, MSE= .011, p<0.001).  
This pattern of effects was also obtained when with a response criterion of 
plus 2 (i.e. + 15°; Tapping 31% vs 26%: F(1,15)= 5.03, MSE= .014, p<0.05; Serial 
position: F(1,90)= 23.48, MSE= .014, p<0.001; Tapping *Serial position: F(1,90)= 
3.95, MSE= .011, p<0.001), but the effects were only marginally reliable with 
response criterion of  + 9° (Tapping 22% vs 19%: F(1,15)= 4.46, MSE= .014, 
p<0.05; Serial position: F(1,90)= 18.90, MSE= .011, p<0.001; Tapping *Serial 
position: F(1,90)= 33.03, MSE= .010, p<0.07). With the most rigorous criterion for 
accuracy (i.e. + 3°), none of these effects achieved conventional levels of reliability 
(Tapping 9% vs 8%: F(1,15)= 2.74, MSE= .004, p<0.12; Serial position: F(1,90)= 
9.69, MSE= .006, p<0.001 all p<0.01; Tapping *Serial position: F(1,90)= 0.51, 
MSE= .004, n.s.). In this case, the data revealed only reliable quadratic effects both 
for the unfilled retention interval (F(1,15)= 42.07, MSE= .005, p<.001) and tapping 
condition (F(1,15)= 25.99, MSE= .005, p<.001). Thus, except where recall accuracy 
of 3° was required, a filled tapping interval was associated with fewer accurately 
recalled positions.  
The serial position effects were less marked under the delayed recall, filled or 
unfilled, conditions than under the immediate recall conditions used in Experiments 1 
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and 2. For delayed recall without tapping, post hoc Bonferroni comparisons, using 
the most rigorous accuracy criterion (3°), revealed only a single item primacy effect, 
whereas delayed recall with tapping, revealed no statistically reliable differences. 
When the most lax criterion was employed (+ 21°), significant linear F(1,15)= 63.23, 
MSE= .015, p<.001 and quadratic F(1,15)= 173.04, MSE= .007, p<.001 components 
were observed for the unfilled retention interval, but only a reliable quadratic 
component for the tapping-filled interval (F(1,15)= 37.25, MSE= .017, p<.001). Post 
hoc Bonferroni contrasts revealed similar effects in both conditions with the locations 
of the first and second items being more successfully recalled than all others, and 
better recall of the position of the final item than for locations towards the middle of 
the sound sequence.  
 Error distributions. The analyses reported for the error distributions in 
Experiments 1 and 2 were repeated for Experiment 3. As before a near linear decline 
in temporal error was observed (see Figure 9), but the distribution was 
indistinguishable for the unfilled and tapping-filled retention interval (Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test: D(6,6)= 0.12, p> 0.2), and, as Figure 11 shows, close to chance. In 
contrast, the analyses of spatial error at the different extents of temporal error from 
the correct ordinal position initially suggested an essentially random pattern, for both 
tapping and non-tapping conditions. However, aggregating across different levels of 
temporal error, as in Figure 10, suggests a subtly different pattern. When the 
interval between presentation and recall was unfilled, there is a tendency for spatial 
error to cluster close to the correct spatial position. The distribution of spatial error 
when this interval is filled with tapping is significantly different (Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
test: D(29,29)= 0.37; p<0.05), and more or less random. This tendency for spatial 
error to cluster close to the actual location when the retention interval is unfilled is 
more evident when the same data are plotted cumulatively (Figure 11). This pattern 
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of responding suggests that tapping reduces the spatial information that is available 
for retrieval. Comparison of spatial error in the tapping and control conditions 
revealed that spatial error is greater (F(1,15)= 6.24, MSE= .01, p<.05) and more 
variable (F(1,15)= 5.02, MSE= .01, p<.05) when participants were required to tap 
during the retention interval.  
It is worthy of note that with the rapid rate of presentation used throughout 
these studies (i.e. 250ms of silence separating 250ms bursts of sound), the accuracy 
rate in the discrete condition for Experiment 1 was 54%, but this declined to 44% in 
Experiment 3, which imposed a 10 second delay before recall, and declined further 
(32%) when this delay was filled with a motor activity. The slower presentation rates 
(1/s, 250ms on, 750ms off) used by Partmentier and Jones resulted in far smaller 
effects of delay (57% vs 50%) and no effect of tapping (approx. 47%). Experiment 3 
also assessed the effect of tapping on recall when greater spatial precision was 
required of participants when responding. Deterioration in performance as a function 
of delay and tapping-filled retention intervals was again in evidence. Accuracy figures 
for immediate, delayed and tapping conditions for our continuous-circles conditions 
were 45%, 37% and 32% (criterion + 21°), 39%, 31% and 26% (criterion + 15°), 
27%, 22% and 19% (criterion + 9°), and 14%, 9% and 8% (criterion + 3°). Thus, 
for most accuracy criteria, when presentations are reasonably rapid, a tapping-filled 
delay between presentation and recall impairs memory performance. 
 In summary, recall accuracy was reduced where the interval between the 
encoding and retrieval of a series of sound specified locations is filled with a tapping 
task. Thus the Parmentier and Jones finding is not confirmed in our replication of 
their study. However our data are consistent with the results of Experiments 1 and 2 
which demonstrate spatial processing in this task, and it is consistent with modality 
specific models of working memory. 
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General Discussion 
 
The studies reported above show that when people recall the order and position of 
sounds that emanated from different locations, reliable primacy and recency effects 
were observed in immediate recall (Experiment 1) and when recall took place after a 
filled delay (Experiment 3). Under conditions which required greater spatial precision 
at recall (Experiment 1), people made spatial errors that were not evident when the 
number of sounds presented matched the number of response options available, as 
in the Parmentier and Jones method. When encoding conditions also required 
greater spatial precision (Experiment 2), spatial errors were more evident. We 
suggest that increased spatial uncertainty at encoding made strategies which rely on 
encoding of ordinal position rather than spatial encoding less effective. Rapid 
presentation rates may also limit the use of such strategies, and in these 
circumstances tapping during retention reduced retrieval accuracy still further 
(Experiment 3). 
Despite the increased demands at encoding and retrieval in the present studies, 
the existence of reliable primacy and recency effects observed here is consistent with 
the findings previously reported by Parmentier and Jones (2000). However, there are 
two important respects in which our findings differ from those reported previously. 
Firstly, our studies show that when a response format is used that allows the 
opportunity to make and measure them, recall errors were predominantly spatial 
rather than temporal. Secondly, serial recall of sound specified locations was subject 
to disruption by tapping – a task typically regarded in the working memory literature 
as likely to result in suppression of spatial processing. Parmentier and Jones 
concluded that their results provide evidence against “the existence of a functionally 
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independent spatial system in working memory” (p. 236). Our results support the 
opposite view. 
 Although different to those reported by Parmentier and Jones, the present 
findings are nevertheless consistent with several studies which suggest that visuo-
spatial material is processed by capacity-limited modality specific systems (e.g.  
Smyth & Pendleton, 1990; Smyth & Scholey, 1996; Merat & Groeger, 2003; Klauer & 
Zhao, 2004). Most previous studies have attempted to study spatial working memory 
by having participants look at some visual pattern and then subsequently make 
spatial judgements. Although Klauer and Zhao make a clear distinction between 
visual and spatial working memory, by using primarily visual tasks we consider it 
likely that they increase the observed similarities between visual and spatial working 
memory. We commend the sound-specified location methodology as a means of 
circumventing the confounding that may result from encouraging participants to 
derive a spatial representation from a visual representation, rather than developing 
spatial representations which do not rely on visual input. 
In conclusion, this paper presents novel findings about serial memory for sound 
specified locations. Earlier work had suggested that this memory depended on the 
maintenance of temporal not spatial information and that it was not influenced by 
spatial interference from a secondary task. However, using a method that introduced 
greater spatial uncertainty in responses and in the location of sounds, these studies 
showed that errors are in fact primarily spatial and that recall is subject to 
interference from a spatial secondary task. 
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Figure Captions 
Figure 1. Serial recall of locations as a function of position and response screen 
format 
Figure 2. Extent of temporal error as a function of response screen format 
Figure 3. Spatial error in serial recall of locations as a function of temporal error  
Figure 4. Serial recall of subsets of possible locations as a function of position and 
response format 
Figure 5. Extent of temporal error as a function of response format 
Figure 6. Spatial error in serial recall of locations as a function of temporal error  
Figure 7. Serial recall of locations as a function of presentation order and tapping 
(discrete response format) 
Figure 8. Serial recall of subsets of locations as a function of accuracy criterion, 
presentation order and tapping (continuous response format) 
Figure 9. Extent of temporal error as a function of tapping (discrete response format) 
Figure 10. Spatial error in serial recall of locations as a function of tapping 
(continuous response format)  
Figure 11. Cumulative spatial error in serial recall of locations as a function of 
tapping continuous response format (continuous response format) 
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Fig 2 (exp 1) 
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Fig 3 (exp 1) 
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 Fig 4 (exp 2) 
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Fig 5 (exp 2) 
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Fig 6 (Exp 2) 
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 Fig 7 (exp 3) 
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Fig 8 (exp 3) 
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Fig 9 (exp 3) 
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Fig 10 (exp3) 
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Fig 11 (exp3) 
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